Champagne Salon, Caisse oenothèque Salon
2008 magnum, AOC Champagne, Effervescent
Brut, 2008
For the first time in its history, Salon’s 2008 vintage, aged only in magnum, will be shipped
from its cellars in Le Mesnil-sur-Oger in a mixed oenotheque case featuring four vintages :
2008, 2007, 2006, 2004.
THE STORY

With 2008, Salon achieved a vintage known as a “Dream”, while “Light” shone forth from the 2007.
The 2006 was fondly called the “Romantic” vintage, followed on from 2004’s “Serenity”.
Brought together at a single disgorgement in January 2019 the two bottles of the 2004 vintage,
two from 2006 and two from 2007, are stamped “2019 edition”, to distinguish them from earlier
releases. The 2008 magnum is no exception and fulfils Aimé Salon’s great dream of creating a
unique collection of Champagnes.
THE VINTAGE

For a number of reasons, 2008 was an exceptional year. While 2008 was the smallest harvest
ever brought in by Salon, with just 8,000 magnums produced, it is also an all-time highest quality
vintage, on a par with the legendary Salon 1982, Salon 1966 and Salon 1928 vintages. But the
2008 is likely to raise the quality bar even further and leave its indelible stamp on the twenty-first
century.
Raising the wine only in magnums was the blindingly obvious choice as it is the ideal bottle size
for slow, delicate maturation. Salon 2008 already has its place in the Pantheon of the greatest
wines of the century.
No two vintages are alike. After the very small harvest of 2008 came three non-vintage years
whose quality fell short of Salon’s expectations, so 2009, 2010 and 2011 were passed over. It
became necessary to make decisions that would further enhance the house’s history. The first
oenotheque case of Salon was quietly being readied in the cellars.
VIDEO PRESENTATION

https://youtu.be/Wr2uZH8LHQY
VARIETALS

Chardonnay 100%
SERVING

Taste it and drink it just cool, between 13 and 15 degrees.
TASTING NOTES

Salon 2008, a Dream.
In the glass, Salon 2008 is the epitome of Salon – diaphanous, yellow diamond glinting with green
rays; on the nose its aromatic depth is powerfully redolent of the earth, heralding on the palate
that sense of balance and structural firmness that will allow the wine to develop its full
complexity. There is a driving sense of stone here, a heightened minerality, its chalky acidity first
drying then mouthwatering, slender and rapier-fine to the end of time.
Salon 2007, Shining Light.
The bubbles are fine, quick : the very essence of Salon 2007 in all its dynamic luminous energy. In
the glass, aromas form a moving backdrop, fresh and bright as sunrise : lemon, lime, yuzu, then
green apple, a hint of smoked tea and fresh herbs on wet stone. The palate is focused on
backbone and purity : this is the terroir of Le Mesnil taking centre stage, displaying its unique
rigour and stony imprint.
Salon 2006, the Romantic.
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First of all, just wait. Once Salon 2006 has been uncorked, leave it a little while, to breathe, to
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open out. Then, just look at it: its shimmering golden colour, glinting silver and green. The neverending bubbles, so tiny, setting free the familiar betwitching scents of Salon in its first flush. Notes
of white flowers, citrus zest, lightly toasted brioche. Then the glass fills magically with autumnal
tones, fresh hazelnuts, praline, dried apricot, ripe yellow fruits. A romantic of the highest order,
Salon 2006 embodies the carefree spirit of youth, tempered by experience. And there lies its true
enigma and charm. To know restraint but be generous, to combine lightness with solidity.
Salon 2004, the Quiet Vintage.
Clean and lively on the attack, the wine’s intense freshness and minerality deliver on its aromatic
promise – an impressive nose with notes of minerals, gunflint, stones, smoked tea, just a touch of
mint. Taut and edgy in the mouth, the wine is all purity and fine acidity. The wine becomes
rounder as it airs in the glass, revealing a beautiful vinosity, the curve counter-balancing its acidity
to perfection. And on the finish, the merest hint of bitterness, the signature of so many truly great
wines.
AGEING POTENTIAL

Over 15 years

REVIEWS AND AWARDS

"Champagne – 2008 Salon. All the purity and crystalline
beauty of Chardonnay from Mesnil reaches dizzying heights
in the 2008 Salon. Sadly, the entire production is just 8,000
magnums. The decision to bundle the 2008 with other
vintages in a special wood box priced in the stratosphere
displeased a great many Champagne collectors. As for the
wine, though, there is no denying its greatness."
Antonio Galloni, Vinous, 06/01/2020
"« Salon 2008. Wow. It’s not hyperbole to say that this is the greatest Salon
since at least 1979. An unbelievably stunning wine. The real pity is that
comparatively few people will be able to taste it—it was bottled exclusively in
magnum, with only 8,000 produced, and they will all be sold in boxed sets
together with late-disgorged versions of 2007, 2006 and 2004, making the
whole thing a rather rare and expensive proposition. However, the wine itself
is amazing, even at this early stage, and it’s only going to get better with time.
»"
Peter Liem, Champagneguide.net, 02/07/2019

19/20

"Magnum 2008. Disgorged (‘Edition’) January 2019. Just 8,000 magnums and
no bottles produced. (Usually 60,000 bottles!) Didier Depond tasted the grapes
with Chef de Cave Michel Fauconnet. Both of them decided that only
magnums should be made because the concentration is so great. Like 1982.
Dosage 6.2 g/l. Didier Depond calls 2008 ‘the dream vintage’. Picked from 17
September. Big bubbles. Strong hedgerow aromas. Very ‘cool’ impression.
Very intense and persistent. Complex and lacy. Filigree texture. Really quite
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open for a magnum - particularly for Salon. Wonderful length."
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Jancis Robinson, 20/06/2019
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"Salon 2006
Disgorged (Edition) 2019. Didier Depond: ‘the romantic vintage’. Picked from
14 September. Pungent and racy. Very transparent and almost soft, perhaps
because the wine was opened two hours earlier then re-stoppered. Fine and
round. Very friendly. Floral and fine. Very long. Like the delicate brush of a
feather against the cheek."
Jancis Robinson, 20/06/2019
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"Salon 2007
Disgorged January (‘Edition’) 2019. Dosage 5 g/l. (First release was disgorged
2017.) Didier Depond: ‘this vintage was pure light’. Picked from 30 August.
Transparency with a really round undertow. No longer the piercing quality of
Le Mesnil but something much more accommodating. Tight bead and intricate
crochet work but with lift and great freshness."
Jancis Robinson, 20/06/2019
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"Salon 2004
Disgorged (Edition) 2019. Didier Depond: ‘It’s best to start drinking Salon at 15
years old’. Very direct, intense nose. Super-pure, straight up the nose and a
rather drier, less juicy impression than the 2006 or 2007. Racy and pure.
Punchy with an explosive finish."
Jancis Robinson, 20/06/2019
"Salon 2004 « La sérénité » : Nez iodé, craie mouillée et en bouche écorce
d’orange, camomille, immortelle. Crémeux en attaque, le vin plonge dès le
milieu de bouche en verticalité avec un fil droit qui l’amène très loin.
Salon 2006 « le romantique » : plein d’amplitude dans le verre, aussi bien au
nez qu’en bouche, il déroule une véritable panoplie d’arômes envoûtants :
amandes grillées, miel de bruyère, brioche toastée, fleur d’oranger. Charmant
et raffiné.
Salon 2007 « la lumière vive » : typé variétal salin : zeste citron, lime, yuzu et
brassée d’herbes fraîches. En bouche, la droiture du Mesnil s’exprime,
traçante, magnanime.
Salon 2008 « un rêve » : étonnement ouvert pour un magnum, il sait révéler
par petites touches quelques facettes de sa personnalité : menthe, jus de
citron , racine-gingembre, caillou de craie, albedo d’agrumes, pamplemousse
rose. La structure est bien sûr encore très jeune, tour à tout crayeuse et
rectiligne."
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Joelle Boisson, Terre de vins, 10/10/2019
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"Salon 2008
8,000 magnums only released instead of the usual 50,000 bottles.
Disgorgement: January 2019. Dosage: 5 g / l.
A mild winter followed by a rainy spring. Then came a long spell of fine weather
allowing grapes to ripen slowly, bringing singular quality to the raw material.
After an initial floral-scented, fruit-driven nose, fresh menthol notes invade the
glass. Remarkable power and generosity on the palate, and yet the mouthfeel
is crystalline and perfectly balanced. A compelling mix of complexity and
elegance. The finish is long and pure. Has the potential to stay the distance for
50 years.
Salon 2007
A year marked by frequent changes in weather, ranging from sunny conditions
in June and July, a cool August and then a return to sunny weather in
September. The vintage benefited from the slow-ripening conditions afforded
by the late season.
The supremely elegant nose has a dazzling array of scents ranging from herbs,
spices, and flowers to pineapple and pear.
The attack is power-driven, but a backbone of racy acidity brings vivacity and
propels the wine to a weightless, airy finish. Not as dense as many Salon
Champagnes, but this remains a singular and impeccably elegant vintage. Best
to be patient for another 15 years.
Salon 2006
June and July were idyllic, but August was rainy. September saved the vintage
thanks to cool mornings and sunny days that enabled ripening to continue
until October 2. As such, a late vintage. On the nose, there is a slight note of
reduction as well as hints of rancio and gentle spices underlying the dominant
aromas of flowers, fruit and honey, all combining to bring captivating
complexity. The mid-palate has a lower density than the older vintages, but the
purity and crystalline texture bring an overall impression of remarkable
precision and cut. There is a slight oakiness, notably on the finish, that is more
perceptible than usual with Salon. Should stay the distance until at least 2030.
Salon 2004
A relatively easy vintage in terms of grape growing, despite a rainy month of
August that led to a late-ripening end of season, with the harvest beginning on
September 23. A mineral-infused nose of pronounced limestone character is
compellingly complicated by scents of truffle, spice and butter. The palate is
dense and spherical with a seductive fleshy texture. The beautifully balanced
finish has a touch of bewitching bitterness and salinity. Ready to be enjoyed
over the next decade."
Johan Castaing, Decanter, 10/02/2020
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